
BALTIC AMBER BALTIC AMBER 
STARSTAR

An interdisciplinary English-An interdisciplinary English-
Lithuanian history lessonLithuanian history lesson



What do you know about What do you know about 
Lithuania?Lithuania?

 Historical factsHistorical facts
 GeographyGeography
 PoliticsPolitics
 Famous peopleFamous people
 Symbols Symbols 

Teamwork: 5 minutesTeamwork: 5 minutes



LET’S WATCH A SHORT VIDEO LET’S WATCH A SHORT VIDEO 
ABOUT LITHUANIAABOUT LITHUANIA



A QUIZA QUIZ

Now we will see how good your memory Now we will see how good your memory 
is is 

The winners will be awarded a sweet The winners will be awarded a sweet 
prizeprize



1.  Which of these 1.  Which of these 
countries does countries does 
Lithuania *not* share a Lithuania *not* share a 
border with? border with?  EstoniaEstonia

 BelarusBelarus
 LatviaLatvia
 PolandPoland



2. What is the capital of 2. What is the capital of 
Lithuania?Lithuania?

  

 RigaRiga
   KaunasKaunas
   TallinnTallinn
   VilniusVilnius



3. Draw a Lithuanian 3. Draw a Lithuanian 
flagflag



4. What is the approximate 4. What is the approximate 
population of Lithuania? population of Lithuania? 

 7 million7 million
   5 million5 million
   3 million3 million
   2 million2 million



5. What is the country's 5. What is the country's 
main port? main port? 

 KaliningradKaliningrad
   LiepajaLiepaja
   GdanskGdansk
   KlaipedaKlaipeda



6. What is the name of 6. What is the name of 
the President of the President of 
Lithuania?Lithuania?



7. What is the main river 7. What is the main river 
in Lithuania?in Lithuania?

 DaugavaDaugava
 NemunasNemunas
 DanubeDanube
 VolgaVolga



8. 8. What sea is in the west What sea is in the west 
part of our country?part of our country?  



9. What is the most popular 9. What is the most popular 
vegetable in Lithuania?vegetable in Lithuania?  

 A carrotA carrot
 A potatoA potato
 A tomatoA tomato
 A cucumberA cucumber



10. What is Lithuanian 10. What is Lithuanian 
gold?gold?

 SandSand
 Yellow stonesYellow stones
 AmberAmber
 Honey Honey 



11. 11. One-third of the One-third of the 
country's territory is covered country's territory is covered 
by...?by...?  

 LakesLakes
 ForestsForests
 MountainsMountains
 Sand Sand 



12. How many lakes are 12. How many lakes are 
there in Lithuania?there in Lithuania?

 10001000
 20002000
 40004000
 60006000



13. What is a national 13. What is a national 
bird of Lithuania? bird of Lithuania? 

 A parrotA parrot
 A storkA stork
 A pigeonA pigeon
 A crowA crow



14. What is a national 14. What is a national 
plant of Lithuania?plant of Lithuania?

 A roseA rose
 A rueA rue
 A tulipA tulip
 A camomileA camomile



15. What is the most 15. What is the most 
popular sport in popular sport in 
Lithuania?Lithuania? FootballFootball

 BasketballBasketball
 TennisTennis
 Rugby Rugby 



ANSWERSANSWERS

1.1. We do not share a We do not share a 
border with border with 
EstoniaEstonia..

2.2. The capital city is The capital city is 
VilniusVilnius..

3.3. The colours of The colours of 
Lithuanian flag are Lithuanian flag are 
yellow, green and yellow, green and 
red.red.



4. There are about 4. There are about 3 million3 million inhabitants in Lithuania. inhabitants in Lithuania.

5. The main port is called 5. The main port is called KlaipedaKlaipeda..

6. 6. Dalia GrybauskaitėDalia Grybauskaitė is the President of our  is the President of our 
country.country.



7. 7. NemunasNemunas is the longest river in our country. is the longest river in our country.

8. In the west part of Lithuania there is 8. In the west part of Lithuania there is the Baltic the Baltic 
Sea.Sea.



9. 9. 



10. 10. Amber Amber is known as is known as 
Lithuanian gold.Lithuanian gold.

11. One-third of 11. One-third of 
Lithuanian territory is Lithuanian territory is 
covered by covered by forests.forests.



12. There are 12. There are 60006000  
lakes in Lithuania.lakes in Lithuania.

13. 13. A storkA stork is our  is our 
national bird.national bird.

14. 14. A rueA rue is our  is our 
national plant.national plant.



15. Sport No.1 is 15. Sport No.1 is 
basketballbasketball..



LITHUANIAN WORDSLITHUANIAN WORDS

 LABAS – HILABAS – HI
 VISO GERO – GOOD-BYEVISO GERO – GOOD-BYE
 AČIŪ – THANK YOUAČIŪ – THANK YOU
 MANO VARDAS … - MY NAME IS …MANO VARDAS … - MY NAME IS …
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